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Abstract
A negotiating agent engages in multi-
issue bilateral negotiation in a dynamic
information-rich environment. The
agent aims to make informed decisions.
The agent uses maximum entropy infer-
ence and minimum relative entropy in-
ference to construct complete distribu-
tions in its world model from sparse ob-
servation data. The agent makes no as-
sumptions about the internals of its op-
ponent - it focuses only on the signals
that it receives.
Keywords: uncertainty, information,
belief, probability distribution, induc-
tion, entropy.
1 Introduction
A Negotiating Agent, NA, engages in bilateral bar-
gaining with an opponent, OP. It strives to make
informed decisions in an information-rich envi-
ronment that includes information drawn from the
Internet by bots. Its design was provoked by the
observation that agents are not always utility op-
timisers, and may not know their utility function
with certainty. In the presence of realistic uncer-
tainties, NA is more concerned making sensible,
informed decisions than with attempting to opti-
mise an unknown utility function. NA attempts
to fuse the negotiation with the information gen-
erated both by and because of it. It reacts to in-
formation derived from its opponent and from the
environment, and proactively seeks missing infor-
mation that may be of value.
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NA draws on ideas from information theory.
Game theory tells us what to do, and what out-
come to expect, in many well-known negotiation
situations, but these strategies and expectations
are derived from assumptions about the internals
of the opponent. Game theoretic analyses of bar-
gaining are founded on the notion of agents as
utility optimizers in the presence of complete and
incomplete information about their opponents [9].
NA may not have a von Neumann-Morgerstern
utility function. NA makes no assumptions about
the internals of OP in particular whether it has
a utility function. NA does make assumptions
about: the way in which the integrity of infonna-
tion will decay, preferences that its opponent may
have for some deals over others, and conditions
that may lead to breakdown. It also assumes that
unknown probabilities can be inferred using max-
imum entropy probabilistic logic [8] that is based
on random worlds [4]. The maximum entropy
probability distribution is "the least biased esti-
mate possible on the given information; i.e. it is
maximally noncommittal with regard to missing
information" [5]. In the absence of knowledge
about OP's decision-making apparatus, NA as-
sumes that the "maximally noncommittal" model
is the correct model on which to base its reason-
ing.
A preference relation is an assumption that NA
makes about OP's preferences for s~~ deals
over others. For example, that she prefers to pay a
lower price to a higher price. A single-issue pref-
erence relation assumes that she prefers deals on
the basis of one issue alone, independent of the
values of the other issues. A preference relation
may be assumed prior to the negotiation, or dur-
ingit based on the offers made. For example, the
opponentmay display a preference for items of
a certaincolor; [3] describes a basis for ordering
colors. The preference relations illustrated here
aresingle-issueorderings, but the agent's reason-
ingoperates equally well with any preference re-
lation as long as it may be expressed in Horn
clauselogic.
Under some circumstances bilateral bargaining
has questionable value as a trading mechanism.
Bilateralbargaining is known to be inherently in-
efficient[10]. [1] shows that a seller is better off
with an auction that attracts n + 1 buyers than
bargaining with n individuals, no matter what
the bargaining protocol is. [ll) shows that the
weaker bargaining types will fare better in ex-
changes leading to a gradual migration. These
resultshold for agents who aim to optimize their
utilityand do limit the work described here.
2 The Negotiating Agent: NA
NA operates in an information-rich environment.
The integrity of its information, including infor-
mationextracted from the Internet, will decay in
time. The way in which this decay occurs will
depend on the type of information, and on the
sourcefrom which it is drawn. Little appears to
beknownabout how the integrity of information,
suchas news-feeds, decays.
Onesource of NA's information is the signals re-
ceivedfrom OP. These include offers to NA, and
the acceptance or rejection of NA's offers. If
OP rejected NA's offer of $8 two days ago then
what is NA's belief now in the proposition that
OP will accept another offer of $8 now? Per-
haps it is around 0.1. A linear model is used to
model the integrity decay of these beliefs, and
when the probability of a decaying belief ap-
proaches0.51 the belief is discarded. This choice
ofa linear model is independent of the-bargaining
method. The model of decay could be exponen-
tial,quadratic or what ever.
1A sentence probability of 0.5 represents "maybe maybe
not". t
2.1 Interaction Protocol
The agents communicate using sentences in a
first-order language £. This includes the ex-
change, acceptance and rejection of offers. £
contains the following predicates: Ojfer(6), Ac-
cept(o), Reject(o) and Quit(.), where Ojfer(o)
means "the sender is offering you a deal 0", Ac-
cept(0) means "the sender accepts your deal 0",
Reject(6) means "the sender rejects your deal 0"
and Quit(.) means "the sender quits - the nego-
tiation ends".
Two negotiation protocols are described. First,
negotiation without decay in which all offers
stand for the the entire negotiation. Second, with
with decay in which offers stand only if accepted
by return - NA represents ors offers as beliefs
with sentence probabilities that decay in time.
NA and OP each exchange offers alternately at
successive discrete times [7]. They enter into a
commitment if one of them accepts a standing of-
fer. The protocol has three stages:
1. Simultaneous, initial, binding offers from
both agents;
2. A sequence of alternating offers, and
3. An agent quits and walks away from the ne-
gotiation.
The negotiation ceases either in the second round
if one of the agents accepts a standing offer or in
the final round if one agent quits and the negotia-
tion breaks down.
2.2 Agent Architecture
Incoming messages from all sources are time-
stamped and placed in an "In Box", X, ~ they ar-
rive. NA has a knowledge base JCand a belief set
B. Each of these two sets contains statements in
E; JCcontains statements that are generally true,
such as'v'x(Accept(x) +-+ -'Reject(x)) - i.e. an
agent does one thing or the other. The belief set
B = {.Bi} contains statements that are each quali-
fied with a given sentence probability, B({h), that
represents an agent's belief in the truth of the
statement. These sentence probabilities may de-
cay in time.
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The distinction between the knowledge base 1C
and the belief set 8 is simply that IC contains
unqualified statements and 8contains statements
that are qualified with sentence probabilities [14}.
IC and 8 play different roles in the method de-
scribed in Sec. 3.
NA's actions are determined by its "strategy". A
strategy is a function S : /C x 8 -+ A where A
is the set of actions. At certain distinct times the
function S is applied to IC and 8 and the agent
does something. The set of actions, A, includes
sending Ojfer(.), Accept(.), Reject(.) and Quit(.)
messages to OP. The way in which S works is
described in Sec. 4. Momentarily before the S
function is activated, a "revision function" R is
activated: R : (X x IC x B) -+ (/Cx 8). R clears
the "In Box", and stores the messages either in B
with a given sentence probability or in /C.
A deal, 6, is a commitment for the sender to do
something, r (the sender's "terms"), subject to
the receiver committing to do something, w (the
receiver's "terms"): 6 = (r,w). NA may have a
real-valued utility function: U : T -+ ~, where
T is the set of terms. If so, then for any deal
d = (r,w) the expression U(w) - U(r) is called
the surplus of d. An agent may be unable to spec-
ify a utility function either precisely or with cer-
tainty.2 A predicate NAAcc(.) represents the "ac-
ceptability" of a deal to NA.
NA uses three things to make offers: an estimate
of the likelihood that OP will accept any offer
[Sec. 3], an estimate of the likelihood that NA
will, in hindsight, feel comfortable accepting any
particular offer, and an estimate of when OP may
quit and leave the negotiation [Sec. 4.2].
2.3 Random worlds
Let 9 be the set of all positive ground literals that
can be constructed using the predicate, function
and constant symbols in E; A possible world is a
valuation function v : 9 -+ {T, J.}. V denotes
the set of all possible worlds; and V /C denotes the
set of possible worlds that are consistent with a
knowledge base /C [4].
Zorhe often-quoted oxymoron "I paid too much for it, but
its worth it" attributed to Samuel Goldwyn, movie pro-
ducer, illustrates Ihat intelligent agents may choose to ne-
gotiate with uncertain utility.
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A random world for /C is a probability distribu.
tion W IC = {pil over VIC = {Vi}, where W
expresses an agent's degree of belief that each ~
the possible worlds is the actual world. The de.
rived sentence probability of any (J E .c, with re-
spect to a random world W IC is:
PW,c(u) ~ ~)Pn : uisTinvn} (I)
n
A random world W /C is consistent with the
agent's beliefs S if: ('V(3 E S)(B(,B) =:
PW,c ((3)). That is, for each belief its derived
sentence probability as calculated using Eqn, 1 is
equal to its given sentence probability.
The entropy of a discrete random variable X with
probability mass function {pd is [8]:
H(X) = - LnPn 10gPn where: Pn ~ 0 and
Ln Pn = 1. Let W {/C,B} be the "maximum en.
tropy probability distribution over V /C that is con-
sistent with S". Given an agent with JC and B,
its derived sentence probability for any sentence,
a E E, is:
('Vu E £)P(u) ~ PWP;:,B}(U) (2)
Using Eqn. 2, the derived sentence probability for
any belief, (3i, is equal to its given sentence prob-
ability. So the term sentence probability is used
without ambiguity.
3 EstimatingP(OPAcc(.)
NA does two different things. First, it reacts to
offers received from OP. Second, it sends of-
fers to OP. This section describes the estimation
of P(OPACC(d) where the predicate OPAcc(6)
means "the deal a is acceptable to OP".
In the four sub-sections following, NA is attempt-
ing sell something to OP. In Sees. 3.1 and 3.2
NA's terms T are to supply a particular good, and
OF's terms ware money - in those examples the
amount of money w is the subject of the negotia-
tion. In Sees. 3.3 and 3.4 NA's terms are to supply
a particular good together with some negotiated
warranty period, and OP's terms are money - in
those examples the amount of money p and the
period of the warranty period w are the subject of
the negotiation.
3.1 One Issue - Without Decay
1be unary predicate OPAcc(x) means "the
aJIlOunt of money $x is acceptable to OP".
IVA is interested in whether the unary predicate
OPAcc(x) is true for various values of $x. NA
assumes the following preference relation on the
OPAccpredicate:
"1 : V'x,y«x > Y) -+ (OPAcc(x) -+
OPAcc(y)))
Suppose that NA's opening offer is w, and OP's
opening offer is l1,l where l1,l < w. Then K, now
contains two further sentences: 1t2 : ""OPAcc(w)
and Ita : OPAcc(l1,l). There are now w-l1,l possible
worlds, and the maximum entropy distribution is
uniform.
Suppose that NA knows its true valuation for the
good. 'Una, and that NA has decided to m~e an
"expected-utility-optimizing" offer: x = w±2u••.
This offer is calculated on the basis of the pref-
erence ordering Itl and the two signals that NA
bas received from OP. The response is in terms of
only NA's valuation 'Una and the signal Reject(w)
_ it is independent of the signal Ojfer(!!l) which
implies that !!l is acceptable.
In the standard game theoretic analysis of bar-
gaining [9], NA assumes that OP has a utility, 'Uop,
that it lies in some interval [y, u), and that the ex-
pected value of 'Uop is uniformly distributed on
that interval. On the basis of these assumptions
NA then derives the expected-utility-optimizing
offer: u±2"aa. These two offers differ by u in the
game-theoretic result and w in the maximum en-
tropy result. The game theoretic approach relies
on estimates for y and u:
E( (Y,u)1 Reject(w) 1\Accept(!!l) )
H OP has a utility, and it may not, then if OP is
rational: y :::;!!l :::;u. The inherent inefficiency
of bilateral bargaining [10] shows for an econom-
ically rational OP that uop, and so consequently
ii, may be greater than W. There is no reason to
suspect that uand w will be equal.
3.1 One Issue - With Decay
As in the previous example, suppose that the
opening offers at time to are taken as given and
are!!l and w. Then K, contains Itit 1t2 and Ita. Sup-
pose C contains n consecutive, integer constants
in the intervall!!l,w), where n = w -!!l + 1, that
represent various amounts of money. Itl induces
a total ordering on the sentence probabilities for
OPAcc( x) on the interval [~, w), where the prob-
abilities are ~ 0 at W, and ~ 1 at~.
Suppose that at time tl NA makes an offer Wna
which is rejected by OP, who has replied at time
t2 with an offer of Wopwhere l!l :::; Wop :::;Wnll :::;
w. At time ta B contains (31 : OPAcc(wna)
and f32 : OPAcc(wop). Suppose that there is
some level of integrity decay on these two be-
liefs: 0 < B({3l) < 0.5 < B(f32) < 1. Then
VK; contains n+ 1possible worlds ranging from
"all false" to "all true" each containing n literals.
So a random world for K, will consist of n + 1
probabilities {Pi}, where, say, PI is the probabil-
ity of "all true", and Pn+l is the probability of "all
false". P{K:,B} will be the distribution that max-
imizes - EnPn 10gPn subject to the constraints:
Pn ~ 0, EnPn = 1, L::tnQ+l Pn = B({3l) and
,",w-wop+l = B(a_)L.m=1 Pn VI. .
The optimization of entropy, H, subject to linear
constraints is achieved by the introduction of La-






ifl :::;n :::;w - W..,.+ 1
ifw - Wna + 1 < n
<w-wop+2
ifw - Wop+ 2 :::;n
:::;w-l1,l+2
Using Eqn. 2, for Wop :::;x :::;WntJ:
P(OPAcc(x)) =
B(.lh) + w..,. - X (B({j2) _ B({31)) (3)
w..,. -wop
These probability estimates are used in Sec. 4 to
calculate NA's next offer.
The values for P(OPAcc(x» in the region Wop :::;
x :::;w..,. are derived from only two pieces of
information that are the two signals Reject(w..,.)
and Ojfer(wop) each qualified with the time at
which they arrived, and the decay rate on their
integrity. The assumptions in the analysis given
above are: the choice of values for !!l and w -
which do not appear in Eqn. 3 in any case - and
the choice of the "maximally noncommittal" dis-
tribution.
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If the agents continue to exchange offers then new
beliefs will be acquired and the integrity of old
beliefs will decay. If the next pair of offers lies
within the interval [wop, wntl] and if the integrity
of P1 and P2 decays then the sentence probabili-
ties of P1 and f32 will be inconsistent with those
of the two new beliefs due to the total order-
ing of sentence probabilities on ~,wJ induced by
1\:1· This inconsistency is resolved by the revision
function R that here discards inconsistent older
beliefs, PI and f32, in favor of more recent be-
liefs. If the agents continue in this way then the
sentence probabilities for the OPAcc predicate are
given simply by Eqn. 3 using the most recent val-
ues for Wna and wop.
The analysis given above requires that values be
specified for the opening offers l!!and w. The only
part of the probability distribution that depends on
the values chosen for l!! and w are the two "tails"
of the distribution. So the choice of values for
these two opening offers is unlikely to effect the
estimates. The two tails are necessary to "soak
up" the otherwise unallocated probability.
3.3 Two Issues - Without Decay
The above approach to single-issue bargaining
generalizes without modification to multi-issue
bargaining. it is illustrated with two issues only
for ease of presentation. The problem consid-
ered is the sale of an item with 0, ... ,4 years of
warranty. The terms being negotiated specify an
amount of money p and the number of years war-
ranty w. The predicate OPAcc(w,p) now means
"OP will accept the offer to purchase the good
with w years warranty for $p".
NA assumes the following two preference order-
ings. and /C contains:
1\:11 : V'x,y,z«x > y)--+
(OPAcc(y, z) --+ OPAcc(x, z)))
1\:12 : 'v'x, y, z«x > y) --+
(OPAcc(z,x) --+ OPAcc(z,y)))
As in Sec. 3.1, these sentences conveniently re-
duce the number of possible worlds. The number
of possible worlds will be finite as long as /C con-
tains two statements of the form: ...,OPAcc(4, a)
and OPAcc(O, b) for some a and b. Suppose that
NA's initial offer was "4 years warranty for $21"
and OP's initial offer was "no warranty for $10".
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/C now contains:
1\:13 : ...,OPAcc(4,21) 1\:14: OPAcc(O, 10)
These two statements, together with the restric-
tion to integers only, limit the possible values of
wandpinOPAcc(w,p) toa5 x 10 matrix.
Suppose that NA knows its utility function for
the good with 0 .... ,4 years warranty and that
its values are: $11.00. $11.50, $12.00, $13.00
and $14.50 respectively. Suppose that NA uses
the strategy s(n) which is described in Sec. 4.2
- the details of that strategy are not important
now. If NA uses that strategy with n = 2, then
NA offers Ojfer(2, $16) which suppose OP re-
jects and counters with Offer(l, $11). Then with
n = 2 again. NA offers Offer(2, $14) which sup-
pose OP rejects and counters with Offer(3, $13).
P(OPAcc(w,p)) now is:
p= w=o w=l w=2 w=3 w=4
20 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0455 0.0909
19 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0909 0.1818
18 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1364 0.2727
17 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1818 0.3636
16 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2273 0.4545
15 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2727 0.5454
14 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.3182 0.6364
13 0.0455 0.0909 0.1364 1.0000 t.eeoc
12 0.0909 0.1818 0.2727 1.0000 1.0000
11 0.1364 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
and the expected-utility-optimizing offer is: Of·
jer(4, $18). If NA makes that offer then the ex-
pected surplus is $0.95. The matrix above con-
tains the "maximally non-committal" values for
P(OPAcc(w,p)); those values are recalculated
each time a signal arrives. The example demon-
strates how the NA is able to conduct multi-issue
bargaining in a focussed way without making
assumptions about ors internals, in particular,
whether OP is aware of a utility function [12].
3.4 Two Issues - With Decay
Following from the previous section. suppose that
IC contains 1\:11. 1t12, 1t13 and 1t14. The two
preference orderings 1\:11 and 1\:12 induce a par-
tial ordering on the sentence probabilities in the
P(OPAcc(w, p)) array [as in Sec. 3.3] from the
top-left where the probabilities are se 0, to the
bottom-right where the probabilities are ~ 1.
There are fifty-one possible worlds that are con-
sistent with /C.
suppose that B contains: Pn : OPAcc(2,16),
PrJ: OPAcc(2, 14), P13 : OPAcc(l, 11) and P14 :
OPAcc(3, 13) - this is the same offer sequence
as considered in Sec. 3.3 - and with a 10% de-
cay in integrity for each time step: peOn) = 0.4,
P(P12) = 0.2, P(P13) = 0.7 and P(P14) = 0.9.
Belief I3n is inconsistent with 1C U {1312} as to-
getherthey violate the sentence probability order-
ing induced by II:n and 11:12.Resolving this issue
is a job for the belief revision function R which
discardsthe older, and weaker, belief P11.
The distribution W {K:,B} has just five different
probabilities in it. P(OPAcc(w,p)) now is:
p== w==o w == 1 w=2 w=3 w=4
20 0.0134 0.0269 0.0286 0.0570 0.0591
19 0.0269 0.0537 0.0571 0.1139 0.1183
18 0.0403 0.0806 0.0857 0.1709 0.1774
17 0.0537 0.1074 0.1143 0.2279 0.2365
16 0.0671 0.1343 0.1429 0.2849 0.2957
15 0.0806 0~161l 0.1714 0.3418 0.3548
14 0.0940 0.1880 0.2000 0.3988 0.4139
13 0.3162 0.6324 0.6728 0.9000 0.9173
12 0.3331 0.6662 0.7088 0.9381 0.9576
11 0.3500 0.7000 0.7447 0.9762 0.9978
In this array, the derived sentence probabilities for
the three sentences in B are shown in bold type;
theyare exactly their given values.
4 Negotiation Strategies
Sec. 3 estimated the probability distribution,
P(OPAcc), that OP will accept an offer. Esti-
mationof the probability distribution, P(NAAcc),
thatNA should be prepared to accept an offer, is
not described here. These two probability dis-
tributions represent the opposing interests of the
two agents NA and OP. P(OPAcc) will change
everytime an offer is made, rejected or accepted.
P(NAAcc) will change as the background infor-
mation changes. This section discusses NA's
strategy S. Sec. 4.2 considers the risk of break-
down.
Bargaining can be a game of bluff and counter-
bluff in which an agent may even not intend to
close the deal if one should be reached. A basic
conundrum in any offer-exchange bargaining is:
it is impossible to force your opponent to reveal
information about their position without reveal-
inginformation about your own position. Further,
by revealing information about your own position
you may change your opponents position - and
so on.3 This infinite regress, of speculation and
counter-speculation, is avoided here by ignoring
the internals of the opponent and by focussing on
what is known for certain - that is: what infor-
mation is contained in the signals received and
when did those signals arrive.
A fundamental principle of competitive bargain-
ing is "never reveal your best price", and another
is "never reveal your deadline - if you have one"
[13]. It is not possible to be prescriptive about
what an agent should reveal. All that can be
achieved is to provide strategies that an agent may
choose to employ. The following are examples of
such strategies.
4.1 Without Breakdown
An agent's strategy S is a function of the infor-
mation It that is has at time t. That information
will be represented in the agent's K and B,
and will have been used to calculate P(OPAcc)
and P(NAAcc). Simple strategies choose an
offer only on the basis of P(OPAcc), P(NAAcc)
and a. The greedy strategy S+ chooses
argm8.X6{P(NAAcc(o)) I P(OPAcc(o)) » O},
it is appropriate for an agent that believes OP is
desperate to trade. The expected-acceptability-
to-NA-optimizing strategy S· chooses
argm8.X6{P(OPAcc(o)) x P(NAAcc(o)) I
P(NAAcc(o)) ~ a}, it is appropriate
for a confident agent that is not desper-
ate to trade. The strategy S- chooses
argm8.X6{P(OPAcc(6») I P(NAAcc(o)) ~ a},
it optimizes the likelihood of trade - it is a good
strategy for an agent that is keen to trade without
compromising its own standards of acceptability.
An approach to issue-tradeoffs is described in [3].
The bargaining strategy described there attempts
to make an acceptable offer by "walking round"
the iso-curve ofNA 's previous offer (that has, say,
an acceptability of Ona ~ a) towards OP's sub-
sequent counter offer. In terms of the machinery
described here, an analogue is to use the strategy
S-: arg maxs] P(OPAcc(o)) I P(NAAcc(o) I
'This a reminiscent of Werner Heisenberg's indeter-
minacy relation, or unbesrimmtheitsrelationen: "you can't
measure one feature of an object without changing another"
- with apologies.
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It) ;:::ana } for 0 = Ona. This is reasonable for
an agent that is attempting to be accommodating
without compromising its own interests. Presum-
ably such an agent will have a policy for reduc-
ing the value ana if her deals fail to be accepted.
The complexity of the strategy in [3] is linear
with the number of issues. The strategy described
here does not have that property, but it benefits
from using P(OPAcc) that contains foot prints
of the prior otTer sequence - see Sec. 3.4 - in
that distribution more recent otTers have stronger
weights.
4.2 With Breakdown
A negotiation may break down because one agent
is not prepared to continue for some reason. PB
is the probability that the opponent will quit the
negotiation in the next round. There are three
ways in which NA models the risk of breakdown.
First, PB is a constant determined exogenously
to the negotiation, in which case at any stage in
a continuing negotiation the expected number of
rounds until breakdown occurs is p~' Second,
PB is a monotonic increasing function of time
- this attempts to model an impatient opponent.
Third, PB is a monotonic increasing function of
(1 - OPAcc(5)) - this attempts to model an op-
ponent who will react to unattractive offers.
At any stage in a negotiation NA may be pre-
pared to gamble on the expectation that OP will
remain in the game for the next n rounds. This
would occur if there is a constant probability of
breakdown PB = ~. Let It denote the infor-
mation stored in NA's K:.and B at time t. S is
NA's strategy. If NA otTered to trade with OP
at S(I1) then OP may accept this offer, but may
have also been prepared to settle for terms more
favorable than this to NA. If NA otTered to trade
at S(I1 U {Accept(S(I1))}) then OP will either
accept this otTer or reject it. In the former case
trade occurs at more favorable terms than S(It},
and in the latter case a useful piece of informa-
tion has been acquired: Rejecl(S(I1)) which is
added to I1 before calculating the next offer, This
process can be applied twice to generate the otTer
S(I1 U {-.Accept(S(I1 U{...,Accept(S(I1))}))}).
or any number of times, optimistically working
backwards on the assumption that OP will re-
main in the game forn rounds. The strategy s(n),
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where S(l) = S· the expected-acceptability-to-
NA-optimizing strategy defined in Sec. 4.1. S(Il)
is the strategy of working back from 8(1) (n -1)
times. At each stage s(n) will benefit also from
the information in the intervening counter of.
fers presented by OP. The strategy sen) is rea.
sonable for a risk-taking, expected-acceptability_
optimizing agent. This strategy was used to
generate the offer sequence in the example in
Sec. 3.3.
Define the value of making an offer OjJer(o) to
be: Y(OjJer(o)) = P(NAAcc(5)) if 5 is accepted,
and zero otherwise. The expected value of
making an offer is then: E(Y( OjJer(S(I,)))) =:
P(OPAcc(S(I,))) X P(NAAcc(S(I,)))+
(1 - P(OPAcc(S(I,)))) x (1 - PB) x
E(Y( OjJer(S(It+J))))
where I'+1 = I, U {...,Accept(S(I,))}. This is
of little help in finding the "best" S, but two
approximations are interesting. Either replace
the S in the final term by a simple strategy such
as S-. Or assume that E(Y(OjJer(S(If+J)))) =
(J x E(Y(Offer(S(I,)))) - for some (J < 1-
then:
E(Y(OjJer(S(I,)))) =
P OPAcc S II xP(NAAcc S II
1- 1- OPAcc II x 1-PR x
in either case the expression can be opti-
mized numerically, even if PB is a function of
P(OPAcc(S(I,))).
The preceding considers the possibility of OP
quitting. NA may choose to quit and cause
the negotiation to break down if the negotia-
tion appears to be leading nowhere. One mea-
sure of convergence is to monitor the sequence:
max.s(P(OPAcc(5) I P(NAAcc(o)) ~ a) -ie:
the greatest likelihood of acceptable trade. If this
sequence is not increasing in time to a "reason-
able" value then NA may choose to quit.
5 Conclusions
The negotiating agent achieves its goal of reach-
ing informed decisions whilst making no assump-
tions about the internals of its opponent [6]. NA
has five ways of leading a negotiation towards a
positive outcome. First. by making more attraC-
tive offers to OP. Second, by reducing its thresh-
old a. Third, by acquiring information to hope-
fulIy increase the acceptability of offers received.
Fourth. by encouraging OP to submit more attrac-
tive offers. Fifth. by encouraging OP to accept
NA's offers. The first two of these have been de-
scribed. The third has been implemented but is
not described here. The remaining two are the
realm of argumentation-based negotiation. The
integrated way in which NA manages both the ne-
gotiation and the information acquisition should
provide a sound basis for an argumentation-based
negotiator.
[4] discusses problems with the random-worlds
approach. and notes particularly representation
and learning. Representation is particularly sig-
nificant here - for example, the logical con-
stants in the price domains could have been given
other values. and. as long as they remained or-
dered, and as long as the input values remained
unchanged, the probability distributions would be
unaltered. Learning is not an issue now as the
distributions are kept as simple as possible and
are re-computed each time step. The assumptions
of maximum entropy probabilistic logic exploit
the agent's limited rationality by attempting to as-
sume "precisely no more than is known". But. the
computations involved will be substantial if the
domains in the language £. are large. and will be
infeasible if the domains are unbounded. If the
domains are large then preference relations such
as nl can simplify the computations substantially.
The following issues are presently being investi-
gated. The random worlds computations are per-
formed each time the knowledge. }C. or beliefs.
B. alter - there is scope for using approximate
updating techniques interspersed with the exact
calculations. The offer accepting machinery oper-
ates independently from the offer making machin-
ery; this may mean that better deals could have·
been struck under some circumstances.
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